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EDUCATION.
Archbishop Ireland on Catholic Education.
We quote with sincere pleasure from the Catholic Bulletin, of St.
Paul, Minn., the following admirable statement of the Church's stand
on the question of a Catholic school for Catholic children contained in a
pastoral letter addressed by Archbishop Ireland to the clergy and laity
of the diocese of St. Paul:
"If today, in matters of religious discipline, a truism may be
quoted to .which assent is plainly imperative, it is this-a Catholic
school for Catholic children. Years ago the question was more or
less confined to the region of theory or principle. The consequences
of the non-Catholic school for Catholic children, however clear to the
mind of the thoughtful and the far-seeing, had not unfolded themselves
to actual vision.: they were not yet the patent, manifest facts, that
those who run may read, that none can fail to observe. Today facts
are spread broadcast over the land. That Catholic children should
receive a Catholic education is now the truism obvious and beyond
controversy.
"The instruction of the child in the Catholic faith must be deep,
thorough and continuous if it is to have a lasting effect, if it is to endure
amid the storms of unbelief and error, with which it is sure to be assailed in the coming years of youth and mature age. Such instruction
as is gathered up in the home and in the one-hour-a-week Sunday
school-even when there it is at all imparted-is the mer:est veneering,
which the passing storm quickly melts and effaces . • We must know
our times: we must know the dreadful trials lying in wait for the faith
of our sons and daughters: and as we value their faith as the most
precious gift within their reach, we must so surround its earlier growth
with effective safeguards, that later no peril shall be fatal to it, no
battle shall endanger its life and integrity. To this intent we should
hold back from no sacrifice, we should hearken to no temptation lead-

ing us away from stern duty; we should resolutely adopt the one
course that will save the faith of our children-giving to them a Catholic education.
"The whole atmosphere of a schoolroom from which God and His
Christ are forcibly expelled makes for . secularism and materialism.
The lesson is taught in the very air, in the studied absence of the spiritual and supernatural, that the physical world is solely worth the seeki;ig, that success in gathering up pelf and pleasure is the one goal to be
coveted, that to look beyond is to waste time and labor upon the unreal and the unnecessary. More unfortunate yet-in the non-Catholic
school too often it is not only the tacit negation of the supernatural
that one must face; it is through words and examples of unbelieving
master or unbelieving fellow-pupil, the positive, aggressive warfare
against dogmas of revealed religion-against the primary principles
of natural religion itself is waged. From such teaching~ and such
examples the Catholic will resolutely guard his children, if he is at all
concerned in their faith and in the salvation of their immortal souls.
"And will the Catholic parent have no care of the morals of his
children, of the morals that should be theirs today and theirs tomorrow? Morals not imbedded in the conscience are but shadowy conventionalities, powerless in presence of strong temptation; and the con. science, to be the moral censor it is destined by the Creator to be,
must be permeated with, solidified in, religion. The conscience without God and the Saviour is as a tribunal without a judge. Thoughtful
observers outside the Catholic Church give the alarm that the evil
to be dreaded in America is the decay of religion and, as the necessary
sequence, the decay of morals. Should they go further and inquire
as to the cause of the decay of religion and of morals, they will soon
perceive that it lies in the exclusion of religion from the education of
the youth, and the onrush into this education of secularism and materialism. As things are going, it is the death-knell of religion. To
Ca tholics comes the mission to rescue it from its perils, to save it to
themselves and to the country. This they will do by championing
religion in the schools, by giving at least to their own children, at
wha tever cost, at whatever sacrifice, an education, which, while allsufficient to fit them for earthly responsibilities, fits them also for their
responsibilities to God and to their own immortal souls.

l
·"To the praise of Catholics, never heretofore did they take such
concern in the religious training of their children as they do at the
present time. As a body, they are wonderful in their adhesion to the
voice of holy Church, and in the pecuniary sacrifices they make to
affirm this adhesion. Never, heretofore, was there on the part of our
Catholic people the outpouring of generosity which we witness today
in the erection of school buildings, equal to the best in the land in all
matters of useful and even elegant equipment, never was there the outpouring of good will visible today on all sides in sending pupils to fill
the halls of those buildings. We thank our Catholic people; we pray
the loving God to bless and reward them.
"To those Catholics who still, for one reason or another, keep
themselves aloof from this general movement towards Catholic schools,
we send the earnest invitation that they travel over the better pathways and, as their loyal fellow-Catholics do, see that their children
attend a Catholic school.
"For the Catholic school we plead-whichever school it may bewherever it is situated, under whatever immediate direction it is
placed. It is the principle that we preach-the Catholic school as
such. The selection of one Catholic school in preference to another
is the free privilege of the Catholic parent. Be it the parish school,
one or the other; be it the academy or the college, be it near one's
home or removed therefrom-we are satisfied, as we should be. What
we demand is the Catholic education of the child wherever this be given.
"We plead with very par.ticular emphasis in favor of Catholic
youths, boys and girls, who, emerging from the grade or grammar
school, are to be sent to a high school or a college. There is on the
part of some parents the illusion that the religious instruction given in
lower schools is adequate to all requirements, that children armed
with it may in safety be exposed to the secularism of higher schools.
The contrary is the obvious truth. In the grade or grammar school,
pupils are yet immature in mind. and are, to a great degree, incapable
of the deeper and more thorough instruction in religion which they
should be possessed of. As they leave the lower schools they are of the
age when their mental faculties lead them to think and reason, as here- ·
tofore they could not have done. This is the time when they take to
themselves the more serious studies in worldly branches of learning-

the time, consequently, when religion should be presented to them in its
deeper and broader aspects-and it is at this most critical period of
their intellectual development that they are withdrawn from the guidance of the Church and placed within an atmosphere not merely negative in its influences, but frequently tainted with direct and positive
anti-religious and anti-Catholic teaching. It is the time when those
themes of study are made their daily occupation, which lend to the
teacher the opportunity of easier divagation from the principles of
sound Catholic thought and conduct. I might go further and remark
up.o n other perils of non-Catholic schools-so-called co-education,
wild fads proposed as substitutes for religion in the domain of moralsfrom which tender consciences outside the Catholic Church shrink
in fear, which Catholic parents should never allow to cross the pathways of childhood and youth.
"I am not unaware that now and then in quarters otherwise sincerely Catholic, the notion is entertained that fashion and social ambitions advise certain non-Catholic schools, public or private, rather
than Catholic. What the dictates of fashion or social ambition are
I do not know, nor do I care to inquire. For this I know, that fashion
and social ambition, running counter to the dictates of religion, are·· as
the kingdoms offered from the mountain-top to the Saviour, as the
reward of adoration given to Satan-that the answer to fashion and
social ambition in opposition to religion must be none other than the
answer of the Saviour to the tempter: 'Begone, Satan; for it is
written: The Lord Thy God thou shalt adore, and Him only shalt
thou serve.'
"To Catholic parents I repeat: A Catholic education for the
Catholic child. Were I to say less, I were betraying the responsibilities
of my sacred office; I were the unworthy guardian of the faith of holy
Church.
"I pray God to bless parents and children and hold them ever in
His loving care.
"114 JOHN IRELAND,
"Archbishop of St. Paul.
"St. Paul, August 18, 1913."
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MATEUR acting is not a profession. This
is so chiefly because it is amateur. Otherwise, as far as it requires skillful coac hing, careful study and wearisome practice, amateur acting affords many of the benefits of
the most honorable and difficult professions.
N o one was ever less qualified for a vocation, be
it that of United States executive or Pennsylvania
miner, than is the ordinary son of the soil, for that
of dramatic artist.
The requirements in the case of the prospective
amateur actor are strenuous, even in the case of the
most talented. If we wish our protege to be a
mourner of wasted time, let us tell him to practice
easily, and permit his talent to spring forth spontaneously and naturally as it will. If, however, we
wish him to augment his talent and extend his
abilities, let us advise him, work with him, and reason with him,-the first to assuage the sting of
blinding first practices; the second, t o relieve his
fatigue and encourage his efforts; the third, to show
him how to benefit by experience, and especially
by mistakes.
These are the duties of dramatic teachers. But
alone, they are worthless; something else is needed.
This something is the text. If our efforts are to be
productive, if successful students are to result,
would it not be foo lish to use ill or indifferent

A
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means? In other words: if the youth being coached,
intends himself and is intended to develop dramatic
ability, let us teach him with the aid of the best
dramatist that is to be found.
This is the least we can do. Let us therefore
combine our active exertions with those now
passive ones of the great instructor of the Drama.
Let Shakespeare be our text, and our boast will be
the amateur.
An exhibition in our little hall is forced to rely
on the imagination and good-will of the audience
for its success. The small stage, unreformed curtains, scarcity of scenery, and mediocre illumination, and not in any large degree the amateurness
of our actors deserves the blame for this.
Now when a drama of the first magnitude is required to disclose its story under such circumstances, it is not strange that some dissatisfaction
results among the auditors; for since the tale's absorption commands the employment of all their
other faculties besides the imagination, mental fatigue in some form and extent results, ·and goodwill is no friend of fatigue no matter whose attribute it is. Moreover, most of us had read Henry
IV, whether to our delight or sorrow, it doesn't
matter, and these among us were present at the
classic performance through college spirit and to
"see it over."
The curtain arose and the royal chamber showing the King and his courtiers appeared the first
scene. Could one imagine a less interesting start?
Yet it was surprising how quickly we became in-
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terested. The most remote idea in our mind was
to regard the play at all. But we did. Certainly
the performers were responsible. In fact we were
soon in spiritual affinity with Falstaff, Hal and
Hotspur, creating alibis, determining upon mischief
and threatening the royal authority. We appreciated the jest of the one band of robbers, and excused the timid but timely retreat of the other; we
were proud of Sir John's haughty display of lordship in the tavern, and congratulated the host for
rebuking him for it; we fought the battle with both
sides, our grief over Percy's death equalling our joy
at the Prince's victory.
Truly we were very attentive. The actors were
amateurs if you will; nevertheless, the atmosphere
of Memorial Hall was as saturated with the spirit
of their endeavor, as ever we have found a theatre
with Mantell's. We see th_e latter's company once
a year, and its alien character and widely reputed
quality make us conclude, though not necessarily
with logic, that "it's grand." Familiarity is a treacherous thing. It restrains us from seeing anything
more than ordinary in our intimate acquaintances,
for the only reason that they are our intimate
acquaintances. The members of the casf were
our friends, enemies or schoolmates ; therefore they
could not do exceptionally. This curse of familiarity is not a thing that can be taken off. It has a
deep rooted existence, and common-sense humanity
has a hard time trying to pull itself free from its
grasp on an occasion of the kind we are recording.
Thus it was determined the night of the play. But
our amateurs overcame this grievous obstacle, for

I-
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they assumed, wonderfully, it seemed to us, the personalities of the characters of Henry IV.
The glory of the occasion falls upon Falstaff's
worthy representative, James O'Connell. The blustering, excuse inventing Sir John took hold of the
philosopher body and soul for the night, and no one
would conclude that under that suitable carriage
and masterly elocution lay the chubby essence of
the Irishman. O'Connell was just simply excellent
in every scene. For one brilliant example of his
glorious display of ability, we will recall that speech,
"What is Honor."
Prince Hal, in the person of Charles Purdy, began somewhat bashfully and failed to draw a great
amount of immediate interest. However, his wonderful improvement with each line was admirable,
and resulted in a fine and worthy impression on the
hearers, of the diplomat's extensive capabilities.
Barring a more or less rapid and at times indistinct articulation, Frank Alban interpreted Hotspur's individuality as well as the star did Falstaff's.
His death was particularly well acted, and the fencing with Hal was really scientific, showing the
pleasing effect of skillful practice. We might add
also, that it was the saving note of that otherwise
"amateurish" scene.
Ed. Unnewehr showed dramatic ability, particularly in the third act, where his advice to the Prince
was given just in the way a king and father would
give it.
W. Curtin was surprisingly good; so was A. Dorger. Messrs. Steltenpohl, Kelly and Cash expound-
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ed their characters very meritoriously, and the representations of Messrs. Budde, Von der Ahe and
Grimmelsman were by no means ordinary.
Some may sneer at the presentation of Shakespeare by amateurs, but to use the words of Forbes
Robertson, it has "several advantages." Quoting
further, "He (Shakespeare) demands of his actors
good elocution and articulation-the greatest assets in acting. Modern 'dramas do not demand this
to the same extent." He explains that our modern
playwrights purposely make some of their characters speak indistinctly. Shakespeare would never
do this. For an example, take the colloquialism in
this play, "Anon, Anon Sir," that was so admirably
expressed by Messrs. Dorger and Purdy. It was
both distinct and humorous. We apologize for our
little elucidation since we have the authority of so
illustrious an actor with which to attack "those who
sneer."
Speaking locally once more : The superior attempt proved very satisfactory in demonstrating
that the abilities of our student body are widely
adaptable. It showed that we can not only translate refined literature, but that some of us can interpret classic histrionic art.
-ARTHUR CONWAY, '14.

.A lrram nf "rrat ®ratnrs.

T

HE western sky a cheerless gray,-alike the east,The dreary day had darkened to a drowsy gloom;Indoors the shadows deepened, blending indistinct,
The fitful flames shot flkkering bars across the room.
The crackling embers emphasized the hush that reigned,
Their wavering light inclined 't he weary eye to close;
The lulling warmth o'erpowered the senses, little loth
To heed the sputtering grate's advice arid seek repose.
Arid yielding to these blandishments, my flagging mind
Forgot the speech its energies had tried to shape;
Unseeing eyes gazed on the fire-place mantled broad,
Whose wide ope'd maw the surging smoke gave free escape.
Then on my vision grew an image taking form
From out the smoke clouds writhing o'er the fiery coals;
A wondrous figure molded 'fore mine staring eyes,
In flowing garments draped that hung in stately rolls.
A scroll of ancient parchment held she in her hand,
And all her mien denoted majesty and grace.
"Who art thou, maiden strange but fair?" I questioned low.
And at the sound she turned her grave and thoughtful face,
And gazed on me with pensive eye, then spoke these words
In voice so sweet, melodious and clear, it seemed
The music of the ages: "I am Clio, Muse
Of History, Goddess of the learned scroll,"-and beamed
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A smile at my awestricken countenance, and waved
Her hand and becked me on to follow down the stair
That at her back had opened wondrously; I rose
Attending her like page his regal mistress fair.
And lo I we entered on a room whose circling wall
Was hung in crimson silk that fell in many a fold;
And burning braziers wafted incense through the air,
The fretted ceiling shed an amber light, clear, cold.
An Oriental rug lay spread upon the floor;
An ebon stand stood fairly on its centre-piece,
Upon whose glistening top a ball of crystal clear
As arctic moon-beams lay on silken pad of fleece.
On this the gracious goddess bade me fix mine eyes;
And as I gazed, lo I in its depths there formed a scene :
I saw the crowded agora of ancient Greece,
And on the public platform, holding forth with mien
Now threat'ning, now all graciousness, now stern, now mild,
Stood one whose name a whispered voice spoke in mine ear,
"'Tis Aeschines-Athena's evil genius he."Another took his place and all was hushed to hear.
And at his words his audience glowed, and thrilled, and lived
Through each described scene, resuffered all its shame,
Endured again its horror, sympathized with him
Whose measures, too late taken, failed, so that his name,
A name that stood for love of country, coupled was
With traitor, treason and disloyalty, and these
False charges now he scattered to the winds, for 'twas
The paragon of orators, Demosthenes.
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The picture dimmed. A murky cloud o'erspread the glass.
It cleared again. The Roman Forum held my gaze.
With gesturing profuse and Asiatic pomp
Appeared Hortensius, master of the flowery phrase.
Faded he from my view. Came forth to fill his place
One glorying in all the other's magic flow
Of words; but added was the poise, "the saving grace,"
The insight and the logic. This was Cicero.
Again the crystal clouded and again it cleared
And then there passed in priestly glory 'fore mine eye,
St. Basil and St. Gregory, unmatched as yet
For lofty thought, for grandeur, depth, solemnity.
The picture changed. A great church reared its massive frame.
A score of stone-hewn steps ascended to its doors;
Upon the topmost, towered a man, below a sea
Of waving arms, dull mutterings, and sullen roars.

,

The one began to speak; the many heard, and lo I
Their angry threats were hushed, their scowling faces
cleared.
The great St. John-the Golden Mouthed-'twas he who tamed
The strongest passions that the soul of man have seared.
The crystal dimmed and brightened. From its depths strode
forth
The likeness of the stately Chatham; Burke profound,
Far-seeing, eloquent; the gifted Fox, ne'er lost
For a reply, and Pitt, firm, calm, astute and sound.
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Anew the glass its evolutions made, and now
Calhoun the gaunt and dark appeared; the genial Clay,
Casting his wondrous spell on all to charm and hold,
Came next; and lastly Webster, he of whom men say
The other two were elements that mixed in him
To form the prince. The crystal dimmed-became a blank;
My stately mentor touched me on the arm. "No more;
Thine eyes have seen the orators of highest rank;
Those yet to come the crystal will not show," she said.
And bowing to her gratefully I asked, "What meet
Return, what guerdon is thy due for pleasures such
As I have gained from out yon mystic crystal seat
Of knowledge?" Pleased, she answered, "Take from those
that thou
Hast seen the better parts and try to copy these."
And lo I again the embers crackled in the grate
And I was landed safe from fancy's storm-tossed seas.
-Henry F. l<enkel, 'lo.

A llltllage <!t4aradrr.
OR forty long, dreary years a bright morning
sun,-that is as much of it as would penetrate the thickly crusted front window-panes
of the dirty country shoeshop in Shacktown,-smiled down on a shabby shoemaker at his
work; and for just so many. years the last glimmer
of twilight fell on the same gloomy scene.

F

Dan Reynolds had been brought up in the shoemaker's trade and had spent his life at it; and that
seemed to be the whole of his eventless biography.
True, he had changed a trifle with years. Those
broad shoulders, once so square, had long Isince
drooped. That bright blue eye had lost its sparkle,
and the jet black hair had faded into a snowy white.
Dan wore a beard now, too. But he was the same
hard-working, quiet, good-natured fellow that we
had ever known.
For everybody in Shacktown knew Dan. He was
in fact the wise man of the village. In all quarrels
among those simple country folk he was the arbitrator. To him the farmers came for miles around
to learn the signs of the weather. Here, too, the
troubled poured out their tales of woe and were
comforted. No beggar ever passed through that
creaking door and went out again as poor as he entered. The village sages were Dan's welcome
guests, although he rarely took part in their gossip.
Each Sunday morning Dan put on his new suitnew, by the way, for four or five years-and climbed
the high wooden steps of the little church on the
hill.
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At other times he was rarely seen outside the
four gloomy walls of his shop, except when crossing the street from the lodging-house in the morning and returning in the evening.
Nearly every wintry night a crowd of us boys
would gather around Dan at the hotel and listen
with awe to his woundrous tales. It was on one of
these occasions that I asked for the story of his life.
He looked at me half startled, half stupefied, and
then his gaze dropped to the friendly fire.
"Mine was a gloomy day," he sighed. "Truly it
is not worth telling."
Nevertheless I begged him to narrate his story.
For several minutes he sat there motionless, with
his eyes searching the leaping flames. Then he began in a half envious tone.
"I was a boy once, young and strong and lighthearted as you are now."
Resting his chin on his hand, he slowly continued.
"I was a young man once, a poor but happy
youth, with my heart set on a beautiful maiden.
When I married her my life was filled with the
sunshine of happiness.
"Four years later gloomy clouds began to gather.
Times were hard. Business became slack and I
could scarcely supply her with the necessities of
life. She insisted on bearing part of my burden,
and although I objected most strenuously, she
finally prevailed."
He paused again. A flush of anger came over
the pale face; the eyes suddenly flashed fire, and a
harsh voice cried :
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"She was far too delicate for that, sir, and a violent fever soon overtook her. I became frantic, and
I cursed the God who had given that lovely angel
to such a wretch.
"The clouds grew ever darker and darker, until
now she was confined to her bed. Would she die?
What was I to do? And was it not my fault that
she was lying there in that pitiable condition?
Those questions drove me crazy. I forgot God,
forgot man, forgot all save the one I seemed powerless to help. Then I tried to bury my troubles in
drink; but the more I took, the greater grew the
feeling of despair. If before I had been distracted,
I was now a madman.
"While in this condition another question presented itself before my mind: If I were gone,
would she not be better off? Surely she could be
no worse. Yes, I would do it. It was easy to procure enough deadly poison to put me away in a few
minutes. I got the poison and mixed it in a glass
of water.
"'Good-bye, Dan,' I thought, as the glass touched
my lips. But at that instant I was seized with an
irresistible desire to gaze at her countenance once
again. Glass in hand, I quietly stole up to her
room. She was asleep. Oh, the beauty, the love,
the kindness of that face! What a worthless wretch
I was. Again the poison touched my lips,-but
what was that noise? I lowered the glass and
glanced around nervously.
"As everything was quiet, I picked the glass up
for the third time,-and there was the noise again.
Surely someone was trying to enter. Resting the
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poison on the table and trembling like a leaf, I
walked slowly toward the door. No one was there.
"The next moment a shrill cry issued from the
inner room. I rushed to the spot. There lay the
glass in fragments on the floor, while my wife was
sitting up in bed, her face filled with terror.
" 'Oh, Dan,' she cried, 'what was in that water?'
"I had never lied to her before. I would not
now.
"'A curse on the luck, Mary. It was poison intended to end my life. The devil has called me
away and put it into your hands.'
"For a few moments she was silent. Then she
said in a kindly voice: 'No, Dan. It was not the
devil, but the merciful God Himself. Oh, think of
what you would have done. God help you, Dan.
God for-.'
"The word died on her lips, and she fell back on
the pillow-dead.
"The storm had passed, only to reveal the darkness of night which was upon me, so true an image
of the blacker night which so nearly engulfed me.
"The good God taught me a terrible lesson in a
terrible way; and thanks to His goodness, I have
learned it. Now, though I am so silent and stern,
my days are full of joyful thanksgiving, and bright
with the hope of happier days to come. And often
when the wind howls around my shack and the
storm beats against the windo~-panes, I dream of
the last day when we shall meet again where there
is only sunshine."
-GORDON GUTTING, Third High.

W

HAT madness is in music of the night.
The drowsy brooklet slumb'ring in its flight
Lulls one to dreams with lullabies of love ;
While weirdly wake the woodland melodies,
The rustling whisper of the balmy breeze,
The troubled cooing of the gentle dove.
What madness is in perfumes of the night.
The rambling roses, fragrant on the height,
Weight all the winds with scented ladings rare;
The flowery moon-vine roving o'er the wall
With soothing sweetness charms the wooded hall,
Like Eastern perfumes burdening the air.
What madness is in visions of the night.
The huntress moon, enrobed in garments white,
Sweeps on 'mong drifting clouds with eager glance;
The stars hang lazy in a darkling sea,
While on the rippling lake in measures free
They trip the mazes mystic of their dance.
-Louis

J. Sanker, '14.

"THE

Catholic Church has not favored the advance of Science. She has opposed the
progress of Science, for fear that by the
continual acquisi~ion of new knowledge,
men may arrive at the ultimate truth of things and
thereby overthrow her ancient dogmas. She entertains this fear because there can be no conformity
between Faith and Science."
How often do not attacks of such tenor come to
us from the pens and the mouths of non-Catholics?
They are made in the manner of an admonition,
proceeding from the hearts of so many wise men,
who, in · their eagerness for reform, would have us
give up what they are pleased to call our old fogyish
ideas, and entertain modern beliefs on religion.
These onslaughts, for such they prove to be,
emanate to a great exten~, from the superior intellect of the popular "scientist," who disseminates his
crude infidelity with a reckless assurance born of
superficial knowledge. They do not come from the
great scientists whose names are known to everyone. They are like poisonous javelins, hurled by
unjust adversaries at the faith of our brethren,
many of whom, handicapped by lack of education,
cannot return the weapons. The result is great injustice, for such high-sounding sta~ements, senseless though they may be, tend to lead Catholics
astray, and to draw non-Catholics farther away
from the true religion.
Some of our Catholics make matters worse by
trying to answer these prejudiced statements in an
apologetic tone. They seem to see some truth in
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these falsehoods. They attempt to justify their religion. Sometimes, unable to make answer, because
of a lack of knowledge on the subject, they think
there is no answer. Then they bring up a multitude of worthless arguments, trying to excuse the
Church for her attitude towards Science. But this
method is altogether wrong. Let those who make
the attacks first prove their statements, and then it
will be time enough for us to answer. Let our enemies speak in an apologetic tone, as is proper. We
need not, for the facts do not warrant such action.
It is our intention first briefly to demonstrate that
there is no incompatibility between Faith and Science. Did such incompatibility exist, we would
have to surrender the sword and acknowledge our
defeat. In the second place, we wish to show that
the Catholic Church does not oppose, but favors the
advance of Science
.
.
The Catholic man of Science, say some of our adversaries, in their attempt to show that Faith and
Science cannot agree, has faith in the doctrines of
his Church, and knowledge of the truths of Science.
He believes one thing. Science teaches him the opposite. Hence he must divide his mind into two
compartments, if he does not wish his Faith and his
scientific knowledge to come into violent conflict.
If this division of mind is not made, he will find
conformity between Faith and Science impossible.
If he does make the mental separation, his mind will
exist in a state of duplicity that is contrary to all
reason.
In answer to this argument, let us consider the
nature and relation of Faith and . Science. Faith,
~
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on the one hand, is made up of many dogmas, which
are as immovable as the heavens. To be true members of the Church we must firmly believe these
dogmas. On the other hand, Science is constituted
mainly of theories. A theory is only a plausible explanation of a fact, and not a fact itself. This is
shown by the instability of theories. A theory is
one out of many guesses at the explanation of natural phenomena. By and by, some one makes a
more plausible conjecture, and the old theory dies
with the birth of the new one. The physicist can
tell us how men used to explain the propagation of
light by the emanation of particles. After a long
time, this theory was overthrown and a better one
substituted. At present the wave theory is universally held. But who can say that this theory, too,
will not in time give way, as did its predecessors,
to a still more satisfactory one? The function of a
theory is mainly to suggest experiments, and these
in turn quite often cause the break-down of the
theory itself and force it to give place to a new one.
To return from our seeming digression, it is this
point that we wish to emphasize: A theory is not
a fact. On this depends our refutation of the foregoing argument, in which the premisses are that
there is a conflict between Faith and Science. If a
conflict exists, it must be between the dogmas of
Faith and theories of Science, or between the dogmas of the former and the facts of the latter.
If the antagonism lies between dogmas and theory, there is no vestige of proof that the dogma is
in the wrong. For, as we have seen, a theory is
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only a temporarily proffered explanation that is still
unproved. Until it is proved, no man is unreasonable in not holding it.
On the other hand, we say that there is and can
be no inconsistency between the dogmas of Faith
and the facts of Science. These are in perfect harmony, and no instance can be adduced where this
is not the case. Nature and revelation have both
one and the same source,-God.
Seeing, then, that there is no incompatibility between ·Faith and Science, let us enter upon the second part of our discussion, the purpose of which is
to establish the fact that the Catholic Church not
only does not check, but positively favors the advance of Science.
All history bears us out in our contention. From
the earliest days of the Church even up to the present time, Catholics have been active in the field of
Science. Not few, but many are the men, who,
prominent, aye pre-eminent in the field of Science,
lived the lives of devout Catholics to the end,men whose faith was not lessened, but augmented,
by their scientific study and research. They were
men in varied walks of life; some churchmen, some
laymen; from different lands and ages, and devoted
to different branches of Science. Some lived in
Catholic surroundings, some amongst non-Catholics. Some lived when the profession of their faith
was no disadvantage, others when it was most perilous. But in one respect they all agree; all firmly
adhered to their religion.
For examples, we shall draw on a recently published and hig hly commendable work, entitled
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"Twelve Catholic Men of Science." It is a series
of separate articles, forming one harmonious whole.
The book is edited by Sir Bertram Windle and published by the Catholic Truth Society of London. It
impresses us with the importance to Catholics of
the subject we have in hand.
In the pages of this book we find an article on
Thomas Linacre, the scholar, physician and priest.
He was "born at Canterbury, . . . educated at
the monastery school . . . thence went to Oxford, Florence, Rome, Padua . . . was the fir.st ,
or among the first of Renaissance scholars. .
He was over fifty years of age and already famous
when ordained. . . . He studied medicine at Padua and Vincenza." And we come across the
words: "But the Church never failed to support
learning as such,-the history of even one religious
order, that of the Benedictines, is enough to prove
this; and in Linacre's time, the young Renaissance
learning received cordial approval and support."
"In 1509, Linacre was made King's Physician to
Henry VIII. . . . Besides the College of Physicians' foundation, to which much of Linacre's
wealth was devoted, he set up classes in Medicine
and Greek at the old universities." He was known
as a physician throughout Europe. By entering
the priesthood, he proved that for him there was
no incompatibility between Faith and Science. But
let us proceed to another example.
Surely, every student of biology has heard of
"Mendelism," or the theory of heredity. This term
is taken from the name of the Augustinian friar,
Gregor Mendel. It was he who made one of the
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niost brilliant and practical discoveries of modern
biology. With garden peas, he undertook an experiment that lasted for some years. The result
was the formulation of certain laws of heredity.
For about thirty years his work was unnoticed and
neglected; but in late years its importance has asserted itself, and today "Mendelism" is considered
a distinct branch of biological science.
The name of Pasteur engages our attention. It
is familiar to us,-a household name. Pasteur was
an eminent French mathematician and chemist. It
was on his foundation that Le Bel and van t'Hoff
were able "to raise the majestic edifice of stereochemistry," which enables us to construct new
chemical compounds with precision and definiteness
of purpose. "We can build up new drugs and foretell what their physiological effects will be." Pasteur studied fermentation and putrefaction, and was
the first to disprove the contention of Liebig, who
denied that these phenomena were due to the presence of animalcules. Pasteur laid the foundation
for the science of Bacteriology, of which we hear
so much at the present day. To him belongs the
credit of discovering the process now known as
Pasteurization. He was the first who conquered
the terrors of hydrophobia. But why enumerate all
that this great man has accomplished for Science?
We have mentioned enough to show that he was
one of the lights of the scientific world during the
great nineteenth ceneury. That he was a stanch
Catholic, and a learned man of the most simple
faith , his life and his death both testify. He died
in September 1895. "One of his hands rested in
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that of Madame Pasteur, while the other held a
crucifix."
In the field of electrical science also do we find
the names of prominent men who were Catholics.
Galvanism was bequeathed us by Aloisio Galvani,
one of the greatest scientists of the eighteenth century. And, again, it was a great Catholic scientist,
Allesandro Volta, whose name was honored by the
introduction of the word "volt" into our scientific
vocabulary. In a similar way, the term used to
denote an electrical unit of cur.rent commemorates
the name of a Catholic, Andre Marie Ampere. The
Coulomb derives its name from Charles de Coulomb. All these men are distinguished no less for
their piety than for the importance of their discoveries.
These are not all the Catholics whose lives are
sketched in "Twelve Catholic Men of Science."
They are enough, however, for our purpose. Were
it necessary, we could go beyond this book and mention Catholic scientists of more ancient days. It
seems not unfair, then, to conclude that the combination of Catholic piety and scientific importance
in these men is one of the best .proofs thilt the
Church favors the advance of scientific learning.
-KARL A. BRAUN, '14.
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"The Queen's Work."
The new Sodality magazine has appeared and has
not disappointed expectations. Everyone seems
more than pleased. All the articles are interesting
and touch on topics that will engage the reader's
attention. The magazine fills a long felt want.
What the sodalities in this country have needed
heretofore was an official organ wherein might be
recorded their good works, whether spiritual or
{;0rporal, in order that their light might not hide
under a bushel, and that their work might be an
0
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inspiration to others. This organ has now come
and with its great mission ahead of it we wish it
at the outset success.
Judging from the first issue this success is already
assured. The articles are various. Most of them,
however, bring out the idea of social welfare work,
and show that this is the field needing development
in the Church, and that the sodalities' opportunities
are waiting for them in this kind of work. The reports from sodalities in other cities are interesting.
"The Queen's Work" can be proud of its first
number, which we hope is a forerunner of the attractive features we may expect in future issues.

The Value of Substitutes.
During the past twenty years Greek has been
numbered among the electives in some high schools
and colleges and summarily dropped from the curriculum of others. The blatant and always unblushing opposition of "practical" minds and the hostility
and intolerance of "self-made" men each had its day
and its way. Greek was doomed; it was to be rated
as a language doubly "dead." Proofs of its educational value drawn from the experience of centuries
were silenced or set aside, and one or other of the
modern languages substituted in its stead. Since
the beginning of this movement substitution has
followed substitution; the utilitarian trend has had
its latest development in the "vocational" craze; and
many a threadbare curriculum in the land nowadays
might be justly styled a substitute for education
itself.
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But since we are dealing with a single substitute,
why study Greek at all? "It is a difficult work at
times to resolve a compound into its elements; and
mental power is a compound," says Rev. John X.
Pyne, S.J., in "America," (March 14, 1914). "\Ve
may not be able so easily to ascertain from the
character of a man's mind in later life what ingredient was contributed by the study of Greek. But,
while at college the difference between a student
who has made a good course in Greek and another
with apparently as much natural ability, but who
has not studied Greek, is easily perceived. Some
time ago a professor of philosophy remarked to me:
'I never before realized how great an influence the
study of Greek has in developing the mental faculties. The boys I taught formerly were well trained
in Greek. My present class is not, and I find it requires twice the amount of explanation to enable
them to grasp an idea.' The professors of the physical sciences make the same observation."
In this connection, Professor Andrew P. West of
Princeton has some important facts and figures to
offer, equally interesting and conclusive. Writing
in the Educational Review for March, he deplores
the "extensive defection from Greek in American
.colleges," and then continues: "It will therefore be
encouraging to those who believe in Greek studies
to hear what has been the result in Princeton University, where Greek is prescribed for the Bachelor
.of Arts degree, both for entrance and onward to the
middle of the Sophomore year. . . . During the
·p ast academic year, the first year of President Hibben's administration, the Princeton Faculty was en-
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gaged in a general revision of the undergraduate
course of study, and without going into other general questions or into needless details, it may be
.stated that the result of the revision has been to
reveal the very important fact that our Bachelors
of Arts show in general a clear superiority in scholarship over candidates for other Bachelor's degrees."
Professor West next presents seven whole pages
of statistics (1906-1907 to 1911-1912), compiled by
Mr. Charles Hodge Jones, the Registrar of the University, and "based on all undergraduate courses
taken in common by candidates for the three Bachelor's degrees, except those in which the enrollment
is so small as to afford no just basis for comparison." The summarized result of this statistical inquiry is briefly as follows: "The A. B. candidates
have maintained a clear lead over all others in all
the humanistic subjects, and in the sciences they
have at least tied and sometimes have led the others
in the department of mathematics, physics and
geology, and have not done so well in chemistry arn;l
biology, though in the advanced senior courses in
chemistry they take the lead at the end."
"The facts are clear," concludes the Professor.
"'The best educational results an~ obtained in Princeton more generally and more surely from the A. B.
students with the prescribed training in which
Greek is a characteristic and essential part, than
from the others. It is not a question of leaving out
Greek and Latin, but of leaving out Greek-for all
our candidates for any Bachelor's degree have
Latin and have it in practically the same amount-
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as well as substantially the same prescribed amount
in mathematics, science and philosophy. Let "practical" men who are open-minded study these recent
practical results and ask themselves squarely these
questions : Why oppose a type of education which
is producing such good results? Why not stop,
once for all, the ignorant clamor against Greek
studies? And why not maintain and strengthen the
one type of college curriculum which our experience
thus far indicates is the only definite type we may
expect to surpass the others?"

EE how beneath the moonbeam's smile,
Yon little billow heaves its breast,
And foams and sparkles for a whileThen murmuring subsides to rest.

S

Thus man, the sport of bliss and care,
Rises on Time's eventful sea,
And having swelled a moment there,
He sinks into eternity.
-Matthew Heyker, Fourth High.

Fleur-de-Lis.-We have derived a great deal of
pleasure from reading George Ade. We have also
been pleased with the quasi humor in some of our
best-selling magazines. But "Murder in Advance"
is but slightly inferior to anything we ever read in
that line. The wonderful part of the story is that
the theme is serious-actual murder. It is like a
musical-comedy-melodrama. The author treats a
grave subject in a humorous way, and he decidedly
"gets away with it."
"A Wicked Alchemist" paints a powerful word
picture in Forbes. The reader can almost see a
living, sleek, egotistical, villainous "Snakes" from
the form of the description. Snakes' demise is real,
horrible and gripping. Truly it is "Poe-etic." In
,our humble opinion, however, the story would gain
a trifle by ending with the pouring out of the saving serum by the maniac.
"King W enceslaus" is a pretty, poetic picture,
simple, rythmical and bold. The sentiment is essentially that of the Yule-tide.
The capabilities of the triangle for plot purposes
is accented in "A Passage of Hands." The story
demands commendation too from the fact that the
plot is revealed so entirely through the conversation
of the characters.
\Ve sympathize with "A Hopeless Case." We're
that way all the time. "The Sleigh Ride" has a
merry dash to it.
Horace has given us lots of worry; but we never
took him seriously enough to attempt to justify
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him. The author of "Is the 'Vile Potabis' of Horace
Poetry?" is to be commended for his appreciation
of the classics.
"Jimmy's Bravado" is not quite plausible. It's
a pretty story. But the author evidently has no
seven-year-old brothers or nephews.
The January "Fleur-de-Lis" is just about our idea.
of what a college magazine ought to be. Variety,
"just enoughness," and mature treatment are its
characteristics. The writers have the happy faculty of not taking themselves too seriously. With
their beloved Horace they think: "Quamquam
ridentem dicere verum, quid vetat ?"
Stylus.-Unique originality and classic treatment
are the noteworthy qualities of "An Official Report." Everyone should concur in the opinion that
the "S. P. C. D." is only another "Knockers' Club."
The expose of this organization in the article is.
clever and "different."
"My Father's Dream" is finished and easy, with
the proper Irish lilt. "Viking Song" appropriately
smacks of the salt air and freedom.
A good picture of a personality common to all
colleges is painted in "Letting Him In." A little
more clearness and ease might improve the story.
The Alumni department is the best we have ever
seen in any magazine. "Authority Upheld" is a
well-expressed view of the prevalent disregard fo1
superior authority.
The January Stylus has much that is of local interest only. The change of Rectors, however, is
ample excuse. A striking feature of the issue is the.
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tremendous college spirit running through the papers. "B. C." can be read between the lines from
cover to cover. "Salve ac Prospere !"

The Dial.-The January Dial's head-liner is undoubtedly "One on the Jokers." It is a lively, upto-date story with well sustained interest and a
happily worked out plot. The humor is open and
frank, the situations holding and the denouement
natural and logical. Withal the article is written
by a student from the second year of high school.
Scribes of '14 and '15, look to your laurels!
"College Heroes" is an interesting exposition of
the real college hero. It is an article that any college man might read with profit.
The Dial's poetry is good. "Sleighing Song" has
a tinkling cadence that pleases. W. J. M.'s "Death
of the Old Year" is a unique idea of the closing
year. The old but ever new theme of "Mother" is
well treated in "It Seems But Yesterday.'' Monaghan's "January" sparkles with apt expressions and
is truly poetical. "A Biograph" i,s a well executed
tale of the seasons.
The editorial, "The After-Days," a plea for a lasting holiday spirit, is an excellent article, flawless in
diction and mature in expression.
The write-up of the individual members of the
football team proves interesting even to an outsider.
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The illustration opposite is from a photograph of
a drawing which Mr. Albert Bettinger displayed in
the course of his lecture on "River and Harbor Improvements."
The Federal Government is at present engaged
in improving the Ohio River by placing fifty-four
dams, to insure a permanent minimum depth
of nine feet. In order to reap the benefit offered
by the Government in making the river permanently navigable, Cincinnati will have to supply
proper terminal facilities. The photograph outlines
the plan advocated by Mr. Bettinger, who is among
the foremost authorities on the subject of waterways and transportation.
Just west of the downtown business section there
is a long strip of lowland through which Mill Creek
passes into the Ohio River. The Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Railroad tracks run along one side
of this strip and the Baltimore and Ohio SouthW es tern along the other. Hence the locality is
equipped both by nature and by improvement to
become a center for the reception and distribution
of freight.
According to Mr. Bettinger's plan, a spacious inland harbor could be built at the mouth of Mill
Creek, to accommodate barges and boats which
would thus come into direct physical contact with
the railroads, and permit the radiation of commerce
in all directions. Docks and elevating machinery
would be installed to carry freight from boat to
warehouse, or receiving stations at the top of the
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landing, and vice versa, where the local deliveries
could receive and transfer their freight.
Thus by a single stroke the city could convert
an unsightly disease-breeding and hitherto useless
waste into a practical and profitable union between
our great rail and waterway systems; it could create a great industrial district, giving employment
to thousands of men and adding millions to adjacent land values; and would, for a second time in
our history, reap untold advantages from one of our
greatest natural resources-the Ohio River.

Jgunttus.
UCH do we hear of mighty kings of eld,
Who, leaving death and ruin in their wake,
Nations and lands in dull subjection held
For naught but fleeting fame and glory's sake.
Oft of a prince we've heard whose vaulting pride
For new worlds longed to conquer with his sword.
How vain his wish! Unsatisfied he died.What is an earthly ruler, prince or lord?

M

Behold the saint! Another fame is his.
A general, not of armies but of souls,
Who leads his subjects to eternal bliss
And in the heart of Christ his name enscrolls.
No idle praise is that of him who rears
A monument that lasts through fading years.
-Lawrence Steltenpohl, '16.

Chronicle
Senior
The Senior Sodality held no mid-year
Sodality. election, the same officers remainfog for
the second term.
On February 9, Rev. Simon Ryan, the noted
Jesuit missionary, gave an address to the sodalists
on "Wisdom."
The Sodality has approved and is putting into
effect the "Memphis plan" of preventing improper
plays in local show houses. The movement was
inaugurated in Cincinnati by the Federation of
Catholic Societies, in which the Sodality has membership.
An important event of the past quarter was the
annual visit ~o the Home for the Aged, conducted
by the Little Sisters of the Poor. Prof. Schehl and
the College Orchestra furnished music for the occasion, Messrs. Alban and Purdy had orations and
Messrs. Weiler and O'Connell supplied the comedy.
Miss Schehl, to . whom the Sodality takes this occasion to express its sincerest thanks, diversified the
program with humorous songs and recitations.
After justice had been done to the excellent
spread laid by the sisters, the sodalists visited the
infirmary for the benefit of those who were unable
to attend the entertainment in the hall. Songs by
Miss Schehl, violin solos by her brother and college
airs by an impromptu quartet entertained the old
people for an hour, and it was only because of the
approaching darkness that we finally took our departure. The evident appreciation and gratitude of .
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the sisters and inmates were more than ample return for the little effort expended. In fact we enjoyed the afternoon fully as much as they.
The annual Sophomore entertainmen~
in honor of St. John Chrysostom was
held in Memorial Hall, Monday afternoon, January 16, with the following program :

Sophomore
Day.

"It is the Lord's Own Day" ............. Double Quartet.
The Prince of Sacred Orators ........... Chas. H. Purdy.
Solo-Vocal ............................ Chas. H. Towell.
Exhortatio .......................... F. Kusnick Roberts.
"Hail Chrysostom!" ..................... Double Quartet.
Epainesis .. . ............................. Wm. M. Stiene.
Solo-Violin ........................... Stanley E. Wirth.
A Dream of Great Orators .. .. ......... Henry F. Kenkel.
"Serenade" ........ . .................... Double Quartet.

The features of the afternoon were the solos of
Mr. Wirth and Mr. Towell, Mr. Kenkel's poem and
the real Greek address by Mr. Stiene. The program elicited words of warm commendation from
Father Fox, our Vice-President, who spoke in the
absence of Father Rector.
The annual contest in oratory for the
St. Xavier Alumni medal took place in
Memorial Hall, Wednesday, January 28th. Rev.
J~seph Mueller, Dr. Louis Brinker, Mr. Theodore
Geisler, Mr. Charles Rice and Mr. Gregor Moorman acted as judges. The medal was awarded to
Mr. James E. O'Connell '14, who spoke fluently
and convincingly on "The Catholic Attitude Towards Education." The other speakers and their
subjects were: Robert Kelly '16, "Robert E. Lee;"
Lawrence Steltenpohl '16, "The Panama Canal;"
Oratorical.
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Frank Alban '16, "William Emmanuel von Ketteler ;" Henry Kenkel '15, "Father Damien;" Alphonse Von der Ahe '16, "Saint Louis of France;"
Raymond Lippert '16, "A Plea for the Indian;"
Joseph Weiler '14, "The Mission of the United
States;" Chas. Purdy '15, "Daniel O'Connell."

Catechetical The subject of the Catechetical EsEssay.
say for 1914 was "The Necessity of
Baptism for Salvation." The prize
for the best essay is a gold medal donated by Most
Reverend Archbishop Moeller.
Philopedian.

The destiny of the Philopedian is
now being guided by the following
officers, elected at the first meeting after Christmas:
Vice-President, Jos. McDonough '14; Recording
Secretary, Chas. Purdy '15; Corresponding Secretary, Jos. Weiler '14; Treasurer, Thos. Dillon '15;
First Censor, Louis Sanker '14; Second Censor,
Henry Kenkel '15; Committee on Debates, Messrs.
Francis Wellmann '14, Karl Braun '14, and Wm.
Stiene '15.
, Beginning with the first debate after the holidays
a commendable interest has been shown in the program of present day political and social problems
as arranged by Fr. Cain. Messrs. Conway, Weiler,
Stiene, Dillon, Kenkel and Hassett in particular
have had very appropriate speeches or papers.
Freshman has three worthy representatives in
Messrs. Steltenpohl, Von der Ahe and Alban, whose
debating ability is of the convincing order.
The public debate, to be held on May 13, will
concern Philippine independence. The question is
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worded as follows: "Resolved, That Congress
should decline to specify a period at the end of
which independence would be granted to the Philippines." The men elected to the debate are: Debaters, Aloysius D .' Foster '15, Henry F. Kenkel '15,
Joseph B. Weiler '14, Thomas X. Dillon '15, James
E. O'Connell '14, and Chas. H. Purdy '15; Alternates, Lawrence F. Steltenpohl '16, and Arthur J.
Conway '14. The Vice-President, Mr. McDonough
'14, will be chairman.

Junior Literary The following will debate the
Society.
question of woman suffrage before the members of the faculty
and the student body early in May: Aflrmative,
J. Deimling, T. Gallagher, R. Lippert; Negative,
G. Bachner, 0. Herrmann, R. McCoy. H. Creed
will act as chairman.
Acolythical At the semi-annual election of the
Acolythical the following officers were
Society.
chosen for the second term : VicePresident, J. E. O'Connell; Corresponding Secretary, J. L. McCabe; Recording Secretary, R. C.
Kelly; Treasurer, Wm. F. Stiene; First Censor,
Geo. H. Budde; Assistants, Francis L. Decker, John
R. Kelly, Wm. J. Luttmer.
The Acolythical Mass for the repose oi the soul
of Geo. Neuroth, who died December 19, was sung
by Rev. Wm. Wallace, S. J., on January 20.
Preparations are now under way for Holy Week,
when the college acolytes will assist at the Tenebrae and other services. James O'Connell, assisted
by John Doerger, will be master of ceremonies.
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Distributions.

At the Christmas distribution the
following were the medal winners :
Sophomore, Wm. Stiene; Freshman, Henry Bramlage; Fourth Year, Ralph Lippert; Third Year,
Carl Lamott; Second Year A, Joseph Hils; Second
Year B, Walter Lewis; First Year A, James Barry;
First Year B, Vincent Latscha; First Year C, Leander Hartlaub.
The honors at the February distributions went to
the following: Sophomore, Chas. Purdy; Freshman, Henry Bramlage; Fourth Year, Otto Herrmann; Third Year, Herbert Wuest; Second Year A,
Harry Thorburn; Second Year B, Elmer Trame;
First Year A, James Barry; First Year B, Vincent
Latscha; First Year C, Francis Morrison.

Mr. Blakely.

On the afternoon of March 3, Mr.
Laurie Blakely, of Ft. Mitchell, Ky.,
gave a very scholarly and interesting lecture on
"The History of Three Cities"-Covington, Newport and Cincinnati. Mr. Blakely sketched the development of the cities from their earliest beginnings, dwelling especially on the fact that the Kentucky towns have been and are responsible for the
greater part of Cincinnati's growth. Mr. Blakely is
professor of Journalism at St. Xavier College.

Glee Club The musical societies made their first
Orchestra. appearance in 1914 at the Oratorical,
when a number of well-received selections were rendered. Prof. Schehl is now at work
on programs for the Elocution Contest and Public
Debate.
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Christmas
Assembly.

At the Christmas distributions a unique
program was presented by the boys of
First Year A, under the direction of
Fr. Leo Lyons, S. J. The cast included James
Barry, Philip Guiney, Edwin Boeh, Geo. Maginni,
Elmer Wuest, Bennet Morgan, Arthur Surnbrock,
Jos. Neekamp, Raymond Burr, Cyril Barlag, Geo.
Winters and Bernard Mohrhaus. "A Meeting of
the Debating Society of L"one-Tree College" was the
offering. It afforded much amusement to the student body. Worthy of special note were the
speeches of Messrs. Maginni, Wuest and Boeh, and
the solo of Jam es Barry.
A Parliament of Egoists.
One of our students recently became disgusted
with the study of history. He was deliberately disgusted. "Who could expect a boy of the first year
to ' pronounce, much less remember, those long
names of the Greek heroes. They made one tired."
He nodded - nodded - nodded. He actually fell
asleep. He had a dream. The curtain was raised.
Behold the heroes of Greek history brought from
the other side of the Styx by the faithful son of
Erebus. At the command of Charon one of these
·re-animated ghosts rises and steps forth. He is
dressed in the gorgeous robes of a Persian monarch.
It is Darius. As arrogant as ever, he begins a
boastful speech about his warlike deeds. He is followed by Miltiades, who dims somewhat the egoism
of the Persian king. Then Xerxes panegyrizes himself and is followed by the other heroes each 1n his
·own way telling of his marvelous achievements.
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Finally Alexander the Great unsheathes his mighty
sword and traces on the map the boundaries of his
great empire. Thucydides concludes with a word
of advice to the dreamer, reminding him of the vital
importance of this part of his studies.
It was indeed refreshing to see the sawdust and
cobwebs fall from the old heroes and behold them
step forth in flesh and blood. The entire program
was not only instructive but interesting and entertaining. First High B and its ingenious teacher
are to be congratulated on their naive idea and successful performance.

Fr. Real's
Jubilee.

Rev. Joseph Real, S. J., of St. Xavier
College, will complete the fiftieth year
of his life as a member of the Society
of Jesus on April 7. Although he passed his seventieth birthday on the feast of St~ Joseph, Fr. Real
is still active, serving as chaplain at Avondale
Academy and teaching at the College. The students, all of whom are well acquainted with the
kindly and gentle Father, offer their heartiest felicitations and wishes for many more years in the noble
service of the Church and education.
Commencement.

The annual commencement will
be held on the night of Friday,.

June 19.
Mr. G. M. Freer, Manager Traffic Department of the Cincinnati Chamber
of Commerce and Merchants Exchange, and Professor of Transportation in our College of ComMr. Freer.
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merce, Accounts and Finance, has just made an
.admirable statement before the Interstate Commerce Commission. The statement concerns the
proposed charges for spotting cars on industrial
spurs or private side-tracks. Mr. Freer claims
and proves that spotting is not a free service
and that the cos~ is included in the rate. Protest is
made against a spotting charge for the initial placing of cars for loading or unloading. Second spotting, a strictly intra-plant movement, should be and
is now paid for.

Sex Hygiene.

"The Teaching of Sex Hygiene in
Our Schools," a paper contributed
to the Lancet Clinic of Cincinnati by Rev. Francis
Heiermann, S.]., President of St. Xavier College,
has been very favorably received by the medical
profession, many members of which ha-.,e been giving their attention to the purely medical or physical
aspect of the question, while the far more important'
moral and religious side of the controversy has not
been sufficiently brought to their notice. The article has been put into pamphlet form and widely
distributed in places where it will doubtless have
an important bearing on the solution of this much1discussed present-day problem.
-CHARLES H. PURDY, '15.
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IN MEMORIAM.
It is the sad duty of the Athenaeum to record the death.
of George N. Neuroth, of Third Year High, which occurred December 17th, at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Covington, Ky.
Like St. Stanislaus, who likewise died at the age of
seventeen, George Neuroth cheerfully made the sacrifice.
of his young life, without seeing realized his ardent desire to ascend the altar of the New Law. To him we may
apply the words of the Sacred Text: "Being made perfect in a short space, he fulfilled a long time, for his soul.
pleased God; therefore He hastened to bring him out of
the midst of iniquities."
Third Year High has lost a conscientious, hardworking
member. St. Xavier College mourns the loss of a model
student, one of the kind of whom we are proud, one who·
had been the leader o·f his class for three consecutive
years, and who, on account of his cheerful, manly character and singular innocence, was both esteemed and loved'
by all who knew him.
The funeral was held from Corpus Christi Church,
Newport, Ky. Rev. Mathias J. Leick, the pastor, officiated at the services, which were attended by Professor Paul
G. Rohr, S.J., and the members of Third Year class.
Requiescat in pace!
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COLLEGE OF COMMERCE, ACCOUNTS AND
FINANCE.
The Lecture Course.
The Faculty was extremely fortunate in securing
such a splendid array of talent for this _year's lecture course in the College of Commerce, Accounts
arfd Finance. The student body of this department
extends its congratulations to the Faculty for its
efforts in making this course an unqualified success,
and voices at the same time its sincere thanks to
the learned gentlemen who so willingly gave of
their time and talent.
This is the second year of this course of lectures.
While primarily the lectures are for the student
body, and are in a sense of a professional nature
and have direct bearing on the regular courses, still
they are not by any means freighted with technicalities, it being the concern of the faculty to have
an attendance of the public and friends of the college. The appended programme will show at a
glance the policy in this regard, the subjects treated
and the able exponents, predicating at once the acceptance by the public of the College's invitation.
Fred. R. Leach, C. P.A., "Municipal Accounting.".
Geo. R. Lamb, C. P.A., "Auditing."
Wm. M. Dunbar, "Insurance."
Alex. Thompson, "The Making of Paper."
Albert Bettinger, "River and Harbor Improvements."
Joseph Schmidt, "Advertising and Salesmanship."
Laurie J. Blakely, "The Cities in the Basin."

(
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The lectures were well attended by an appreciative public. This is a decided tribute to our honored guests, for the weather was exceedingly inclement on all but a few of the evenings.
The lectures were handled by the gentlemen of
the College of Journalism for the local press. The
members of this course proffer their thanks to the
Commercial Tribune, the Cincinnati Enquirer al\d
the Catholic Telegraph for entertaining the copy,
for their consideration and courtesy on the several
sojourns to their editorial offices, and in particular
for their deep regard for old St. Xavier.
-FRANK C. CLOUD.

Social League.
Under the auspices of the Social League the annual reception was held at the Alms Hotel in J anuary. Participated in by the members of the Faculty,
who acted as patrons, and the student body, the
event was very enjoyable and successful.
Two monthly meetings were held, on the second
Monday of the months of February and March.
The meeting in February was featured by a debate on "Free Trade and the Tariff." Free Trade
was defended by Messrs. 0. Moeller and G. C. Nortmann, and the Tariff by Messrs. Frank Cloud and
H. J. McSorley. The judges of the debate were
Rev. John McCormick, S. J., Rev. John de Vilbiss,
S. J., and Mr. Theodore J. Geisler, professor of
Banking and Investments.
The students of the different classes showed increased interest in their studies and adopted special
measures to encourage and assist one another.
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At the March meeting a treat was given to the
members of the Social League by Mr. C. Louis
Coffin, A. B. '04, A. M. '06. The Cincinnati Enquirer gave the following concise account of the
lecture:
C. Louis Coffin, export manager of the United
States Playing Card Company, delivered an interesting and instructive address before the students
of St. Xavier's College of Commerce, Accounts and
Finance, on his experience in Latin American countries, with especial reference to the character of the
inhabitants and their relation toward the United
States. He gave an instance of what may be expected in the Mexican trouble when making special
reference to the difficulty had in Argentine, for
some ten years before representative form of government was finally established.
In his opinion, even though this country would
be finally compelled to intervene in Mexico, it would
be some time before order and government would
be established, if the United States were successful in so doing.
In the meeting on Monday, April 27, Hon. Henry
T. Hunt, ex-Mayor of the city of Cincinnati, will
deliver an address on "Constitutional Law and
Human Nature."

The date for the Annual Banquet is Thursday,
May 14. The banquet will be held at the Gibson
Hotel.
JOS. C. BUSCHMILLER, Secretary.

Alumni Notes
At the first quarterly meeting of the year, We'dnesday evening, January 7, the newly elected officers were installed. They are: President, Walter
A. Schmidt; Vice-President, Michael A. Garrigan;
Honorary Vice-Presidents, John A. M:cMahon '40's,
Lewis A. Seasongood '50's, Henry Nurre '60's,
William A. Byrne '"/O's, Rev. Francis M. Lamping
'80's, P. Lincoln Mitchell '90's, William J. Creed
'OO's, Joseph C. Topmoeller 'lO's; Secretary, James
J. Farrell; Financial Secretary, Joseph F. Rielag;
Treasurer, Wm. E . Fox; Historian, John P. Murphy; Executive Committee, Henry J. Heilker,
Thomas M. Geoghegan, Dr. Theodore H. Wenning,
C. Louis Coffin, Edward T. Dixon.
The concluding exercises of the silver jubilee of
the Association were held at the College by the
Alumni and their friends on Monday evening, January 5. President Henry J. Heilker delivered the
address of welcome. A distinct feature of the celebration was a dramatic entertainment which consisted of two scenes from Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night." John P. Murphy played "Sir Toby Belch,"
Gregor B. Moorman, "Malvolio," Michael Garrigan, "Sir Andrew Aguecheek," John F. Gannon,
"Fabian," and Joseph C. Topmoeller the "Jester."
After the performan~e a reception was held in the
College building by the members of the Alumni and
the Faculty of the College.
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In the death of Col. James O'Shaughnessy,
one of the Civil War time students of the College was lost. The late Col. O'Shaughnessy's son,
Nelson, is at present Charge d' Affairs in the city
of Mexico. His nephew, the late Louis O'Shaughnessy, was up to the time of his death a most enthusiastic alumnus.
'78. William M. Barrett is president of the Adams
Express Company with main offices in New
York City.
'83. Joseph Berning was recently elected president
of St. Aloysius Orphan Society.
'86. The Association lost a faithful and active
member by the death of Joseph A. Brockman,
which occurred at his home on February 19. Mr.
Brockman was well known in business and church
circles and was a brother of Rev. Hubert Brockman and Mr. Harry Brockman, both of the Society
of Jesus. Father H. Brockman, S. J., was celebrant
at the Solemn Requiem Mass. R. I. P.

I

'60.

'97.
'97.

Lawrence F. Enneking is cashier of the People's Savings Bank and Trust Company.

President Wilson has appointed Thomas A.
Flynn, of Flagstaff, Arizona, to the office of
United States District Attorney of the State of
Arizona.
'97. Judge Bernard C. Fox of the Municipal Court
was the exchange orator of the day at the
Irish Fellowship Club of Chicago.
'99. Judge William A. Geoghegan was the orator
of the day at the celebration of St. Patrick's
day by the Friendly Sons of St. Patrick.

:I
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'03.

J.

Dominic Cloud, professor of the Junior
Class of Accounting in St. Xavier College of
Commerce, Accounts and Finance, has finished his
lectures on accounting and taken up the subject of
auditing.
'06.

Francis X. Lothschuetz, city auditor of
Springfield, Ohio, has resigned his post to engage in business. The State Auditor after auditing
the accounts gave Mr. Lothschmitz's office the rank
of A-1. The people of Springfield were loth to lose
the services of a capable officer.
'09.

Richard J. Dillon is engaged in the automobile business.

'10.

Walter J. Dyer edits the interesting page of
the local diocesan news of the "Catholic Telegraph."
Several changes have recently been made among
the secular clergy.
Rev. Otto B. ·Auer has been transferred from
Cheviot to St. Mary's Parish, Dayton, Ohio, where
he succeeds the late Doctor Kemper.
Rev. Charles Knipper is now stationed at St.
Philomena's Church, Cincinnati, coming here from
Taylor, Creek, Ohio.
Rev. Joseph B. Mueller, who has been at Chickasaw, Ohio, is now a~ St. Ludwig's Church, in Cincinnati.
W. T. B.

AVE you ever stopped to consider just
what is that something in the makeup of
a St. Xavier boy which assures success in
life after college days have become bu~ a
memory? If you are a Xavier boy yourself, it
should not take you long to conclude that it is a
solidity in knowledge, an accuracy in thinking, and
a persistency in effort, inculcated and instilled during the years of training at the grand old school
which has educated the Catholic youth of Cincinnati since our city was but a pioneer village, seventy-five years ago. Qualities such as these form
the basis of the success of priest, lawyer, doctor and
business man. St. Xavier Alumni realize this; they
are reputed everywhere for their attachment to their
Alma Mater.
That this attachment to old St. Xavier is not a
mere matter of sentiment is proved by the readiness
with which the old boys are responding to the call
of the thirty members of the St. Xavier Diamond
Jubilee Fund Committee, which has undertaken the
work of raising a large fund to be presented to the
College at the end of 1915. New members are still
joining the committee, and every former student
who has been approached has answered with generosity.
About one-third of the whole amount has already
been subscribed. Get together, old St. Xavier boys.
Let each one do what he can to help the noble cause,
whether he can do much or little. If we all join together, we shall soon see the realization of what all
of us have at heart-a Greater St. Xavier.

H

DIAMOND JUBILEE FUND COMMITTEE.
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Athletics
BASKET BALL NOTES.

With the advent of Spring, basket ball makes its
exit from the arena of college athletics to make way
for the out-door attractions. No more shall the
shrill note of the referee's whistle and the cheering
of the supporters of the St. Xavier five he heard in
the College gym.
The wearers of the blue and white fought like
heroes for the honor of the College. Although they
lost about half of the games played, still, when we
consider that all the teams they met were much
heavier and more experienced, we have every reason
to be proud of the St. Xavier Basket Ball Team of
'13 and '14. With the development which a year
will bring, we have great hopes for next season.
The Xavier Cubs, the find of the year, did much
for the honor of the school among the lighter high
school teams. Of eight games played, they put five
to their credit. In all three defeats which the Cubs
were treated to, their enemy was never able to get
more than one basket to the good. The two big
games of the season were those with St. Francis
Crescents, one of the fastest 110-pound aggregations in the city. Both these games were extra
time contests, with the Cubs getting the small end
of the score. Congratulations to Captain Kiely and
his Cubs. We will look for eight straight victories
next year.

JUNJORS-D . Butler, A. Buzek, G. Bachner, M. Kallaher (Manager),
!\. Co nway, E. Shiels. J. Yost (Ca ptain).

CU BS- J . Ke lly . H. Fe irr o ch , \. Farrell, J. Ki ely , C. Bocken st ett e,
J. Sca nl o n. J. M o na ha n.
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Lastly, we must not neglect to mention the
Minims, who did their share in putting the College
before the eyes of the basket ball world. This fast
little quintet showed the speed and fight of veterans.
Under the leadership of Captain Delay, they succeeded in taking four out of seven games played.
The Inter-Class League was the cause of great
interest and rivalry. After all the games of the
schedule were played, First A and First C were tied
for the initial place. A series of three games is ~o
be played to decide the championship.

BASEBALL.
There is promise of a fast team this year. Of
last season's regulars, Brady, Kieffer, Yost, Stiene
and Frey are in the squad. Thirty candidates began practice on March 26, the first Thursday that
the weather and condition of the ground would permit. The diamond at Avondale, which was put into
shape last year, is now one of the best in the vicinity. Following is the schedule arranged by Manager Charles Purdy:
April 16-Moore's Hill College, at Moore's Hill,
Indiana.
April 24-Wilmington College, at Avondale.
May 2-Cincinnati University, at Carson Field.
May 8-0hio Mechanics Institute, at Avondale.
May 14-Wilmington College, at Wilmington, 0.
May 21-St. Mary Seminary, at Cedar Point, 0 .
May 29-Cincinnati Law School, at Avondale.
June 5-0hio Dental College, at Avondale.
-E. UNNEWEHR, '15.
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